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Example of ongoing work: Sequential Primary Election
joint work with Kim-Sau Chung (Chinese University of Hong Kong)

Research question: How should party leaders organise primaries?

one day national primaries (some Latin American countries)

a lengthy process, like in the U.S.

In other words, simultaneous or sequential voting?

Answer depends on what the primary should do:

pick the ‘right’ candidate

the candidate with the largest support

because then voters in the general election feel represented

and turn out and vote in the general election

so primary should aggregate information
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Introduction

But party unity is another important concern:

“. . . for months prior to the convention, one can generally hear a
doleful chorus of Democratic Party leaders worrying about whether
their party is now so sharply divided, and their likely candidate so
badly scarred by the nomination fight, as to make it impossible for
the party to unite its forces for the general election.”

Mayer (1996)

We build a model of primary elections and show:

exists a trade-off between ‘information aggregation’ and
creating a ‘unified party’

trade-off resolved in favour of ‘inf. agg.’ => simultaneous

trade-off resolved in favour of ‘unified party’ => sequential
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Comparison of primary mechanismsComparison of Mechanisms
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The optimal primary mechanism
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